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INTRODUCTION

A highly significant, though peaceful, revolution is taking place
in the American naval-stores industry . The raw material involved
is the oleoresin, or " gum," which exudes from wounds cut in the
wood of the living longleaf pine (Pivrn.c ~1n7,~i .~tti.e Miller) and slash
pine (P. caribaea Morelet) which grow in the coastal plain region
of the southeastern United States . Frotu these living trees, an d
front the stumps of their predecessors ill the virgin forest, is ob-
tained more than 65 per cent of the wol r lfl "s supply if turpentin e

.The author wishes; to express her appreehition of the r ;euerous cooperation given b yanous members of the Forest Service and of the naval stores industry . an well its byhers interested in better operating method), Special acknowledgment is made to Austi nart, logging engineer, and to E . R . ,McKee. 1 rincip,tl fort ed ranger, who selected an dl f8tched the trees and made this study poseil,le . The turpentining was conducted as a
fart of the Graham naval stores demonstration project, instituted by Region 7 of th e

st Service and supervised by E . R . M Kee with the ;ihle assistance of J . T . Wright
his helpers who were resfiotisible for chippin gt 1h" trees and for collecting and

6elghing the oleoresin obtained .' :12a intained at Madison, Wis., in cooperation with the University of Wisconsin .
63598 °-31	 1
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and rosin as well as other compounds, such as pine oil aiad tar .
Wholly niifoiiwled to-clay appears to be the belief, which has been
rather widespread, that this great Amerie'alii indiast:ry 1s to dlsap_
pear. No longer do the well informed believe that the production
of naval stores will cease with the passing of the virgin pine forest s
of the South, nr that it is in danger of becoming as out of date as
the wooden ships whose use of pine tar and pitch in early day s
led to these pine products being called naval stores .

" Pine tree chemicals " is the collective name now- applied to th e
already increasing number of the more highly refined products tha t
are manufactured from the crude exudate from the living trees an d
from the products distilled and extracted from the stump wood o f
the virgin stands. A further expansion of the list of product s
promises to result from continued scientific research on these coi11 ,

pounds. To maintain the production of oleoresin it is necessar y
to perpetuate the forests of living pines, which are its major source .
At. the present time there• is throughout the region where the long -
leaf and slash pines grow, an increasing realization and appreciation
of the value of the great number of young trees, often somewhat
scattered and unkempt it, is true., but, for the most part made up of
sturdy volunteers which have risen up and successfully occupie d
considerable areas of cut-over land .

The vigor of these young trees in favorable situations, thei r
capacity for maintaining the yield of oleoresin, and their hardihood
in resisting fire have been a source of amazement,, but are also recog -
nized as very potent assets . Moreover, even the somewhat sporadi c
attempts at. forest• management. thus far applied to such stands, in
the form of fire protection and early thinning to relieve the stunting
effect of too dense. growth . have made more apparent the value o f
this crop of potentially multi-product trees which produce oleoresi n
pulpwood, poles, ties, and. lumber. These trees are justly held to
be an important. factor in solving the problem of the best lan d
use for a. large proportion of the 50,000,000 or 60,000,000 acre s
included in the coastal plain area of the Southeastern States .

Once the trees are large enough to yield a profitable amount . of
oleoresin, it follows that the methods used for their exploitation are
of paramount importance . Growth in height and in diameter an d
also crown development should not be unduly reduced by turpen-
tining nor should the• vigor of the trees, as manifested in one way by
the increase in resin flow as a result of wounding, be seriously im-
paired by a wasteful and needless depletion through excessive re-
moval of wood . To this end a number of experiments and tests hav e
been and are being conducted in the southern forests by variou s
Forest Service units.

The study here reported was conducted by the Forest Product s
Laboratory of the Forest. Service on material from trees that were

turpentined on the Choetawhatchee National Forest in Florida. No
radical changes in methods already in practice in the woods were

involved . The only modification was the making of a slight reduc-
tion in the height (vertical length) of the chip of wood remove d
each time the wound was freshened. The results obtained in this
test demonstrate that the low chipping (chips one-fourth inch i n
vertical height) described successfully keeps ahead of the lightwood ,
that is, the darkened part of the wood near the surface of the wound,
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where resin has soaked into the woody tissues. Moreover, this con-
servative chipping can be applied safely and profitably. It is espe-
cially desirable for use on young trees that are to be cupped repeat-
edly over a prolonged period .

PREVIOUS ATTEMPTS TO REDUCE THE HEIGHT OF CHIPPING

III theory at least, the idea of removing only a thin chip each
time the wound is freshened is by no means new . Thin chipping wa s
recommended in 1851 by De.I3ow (3) 3 and a partially successful effort
to determine its advantages was made in 1911 by Hefty (7, 8) .

The introduction on a commercial scale of distinctly lower chip -
ping than was generally practiced, followed the first sale of Govern-
ment turpentine Iease.s on the Choctawhatchee National Forest i n
Florida., where turpentine work under Government regulation began
in 1910. With reference to the height of the faces, the leases stipu-
lated that not more than one-half inch of new wood was to be taken
from the upper side of each streak, whereas the common practic e
was to remove three-fourths to 1 inch . Moreover, the faces chipped
or " pulled " were to be restricted to not more than 1G inches increas e
in height each season. A No. 0 or smaller chipping tool was required
(Ili) . These regulations have been enforced with such success that
it is not uncommon to find a full season's chipping that produce d
faces only 13 .5, 14, or 15 inches in height instead of the 1G inches
allowed . This practical work, done on a crop basis of 10,000 trees ,
positively demonstrated time fact that with only ordinary labor, bu t
with the smaller tools, thinner chips could be cut . Moreover, the
yields secured far surpassed those obtained by the surrounding op-
erators who practiced the old-fashioned high and deep chippin g
together with the. cutting of wide faces, and who killed a larg e
number of trees . (Figs. 1 and 2. )

An attempt to gain experimental evidence on the effects of stil l
further reducing the height of the chip was made by the Fores t
Products Laboratory in tests on virgin longleaf pine in Mississipp i
during 1916 and 1917 (4) . The. results obtained on two roughly
matched tree groups of about 5,000 trees each, served to indicate th e
relative effectiveness of the methods used . During the first year the
low faces yielded about 18 per cent . less turpentine and rosin than
the customary high faces. Daring the second year the yield of tur-
pentine was only about 3 per cent less and there was no reductio n
sin the amount of rosin obtained. Though the high faces fell off
the second year more than 18 per cent in the yield of turpentin e
and 15 per cent in the yield of rosin, the low faces maintained practi-
cally the same productivity as during the first year. The low faces
also ran exceptionally well at the end of the second season, even
after a long dry period .

With the aid of the microscope a detailed study was made (4) each
°nth during the test of specimens of wood taken from five matche d
presentative trees from each of the groups . These studies, supple-
ented by an annual checking from an examination of an additiona l

50 trees from each group and of 20 unturpentined trees which gre w
the immediate vicinity of the . turpentined trees, showed that tre e

'Italic numbers in parenthesis refer to Literature Cited, p . 23 .
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vitality, responsive power, and total amount of resiniferous tissu e(parenchyma), as observed just above the face at midstreak, wer ebest in the trees with low faces . Forty to fifty per cent higher yieldsper inch of face used were obtained from low chipping during th e
two years of this test . The apparent advantages which existed in thelow-chipped trees and the sustained yield obtained from them seemed
to indicate that in later years they nlig]it surpass the early highe ryield of the high-chipped faces, in spite of the fact that considerabl einequality probably existed in the snatching of the groups . Un,
fortunately, however, the trees had to be cut at the end of the secondyear, and nothing beyond the results just presented is available fro mthat source .

FIGURE 1.-Eighty per cent of this timber was unnecessarily killed as a result of poo rmethods of turpentining

The following study was therefore undertaken in order to gai n
additional information from material on which low chipping ha d
been practiced over a longer period than had been possible in th eMississippi test.

DESCRIPTION OF THE TEST

LOCATION AND TYPE OF TREE S

The test, which covered a period of five years (1923-1927), wa s
located on the Choctawhatchee National Forest in Florida, about 2
miles northeast of Camp Pinchot, where the soil is very sandy, con-
tains little humus, and ranks very low as a longleaf pine site. The
trees used in the test were middle-aged lon gleaf pine. (Fig. 3 . )
The trees ranged from 9 to 14 inches in diameter at 4½ feet abov e
the ground, and averaged about 11 .5 inches for each group . They
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were selected and matched, tree by tree, for spacing, diameter, ap-
pearance of bark, crown development, and rings per inch in theouter inch of wood. The matched trees were arranged in thre egroups of 20 trees each . The excellent matching of the trees t o

FIGURE 2.-Deep and high chipping resulted in the dry facing and death of th etimber illustrated

some extent offset the fact that the number of trees used in the testwas small .

THE GROUPS OF TEST TREES

GROUP 1 . LOW CHIPPIN G

. The 20 trees of Group 1 were the trees selected for the lowest chip -
They were marked on the bark with one spot of white paint .The specification for this group was that the weekly chipping should _'emove only one-fourth inch of wood from. the upper edge of the
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wound. This should make a face 8 inches in height by the end ofregular 32-streak season .

GROUP 2 . PRESENT FOREST SERVICE CHIPPIN G

The 20 trees in Group 2 were to have one-half inch of wood re .,moved each week. They were marked with two spots of white painton the bark of each tree. The faces on the trees in this group wer enot to be raised more than 16 inches in height each season . The negrochippers, however, became so proficient at low chipping, as a resul tof being required to chip only one-half inch instead of higher as ha d

FIGURE 3.-Middle-aged longleaf pine on the Choctawatchee National Forest i n
Florida where the height-of-chipping test was conducte d

been the common practice, that they often removed even less woo d
than was allowed .

Group 2, which was chipped according to the existing Fores t
Service method, was representative of more than 31,000 trees in th e
stand in which it stood, and of other crops adjacent.

GROUP 3 . ORDINARY COMMERCIAL PRACTICE

A chip three-fourths inch in height was to be removed each week
from the 20 trees in Group 3 . They bore the identifying mark of
three spots of white paint . It was intended that the faces on the tree s
in the group should be 24 inches high each year. It is of interest t o
note that one of the most frequently advanced objections to ligh t
chipping has been the difficulty of getting laborers to do it . In this
test, however, a chipper who was accustomed to light chipping, at
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first found it difficult to adjust himself to remove the desired three -
fourths inch high chip even with a large, or No . 2, hack . It would
seem from this and other instances that the habit of light chipping
may probably be as successfully instilled into the worker as that o f
heavy chipping.

METHODS OF WORKING

Oblong galvanized-iron cups and saw-toothed aprons of the sam e
material were used on all trees . (Pl. 1 .) Only one face per tree wa s
permitted. The faces were started low down on the trees, within 7
inches of the ground, and there was a minimum of butt scarring .
No. 0 hacks and pullers were used for Groups 1 and 2, and No . 2 tools ,
which are larger, were used for Group 3. The depth of chipping wa s
as nearly the same as possible, and averaged one-half inch in depth
beyond the bark. The width of the faces averaged practically the
same in all groups, being governed by the diameter of the tree and by
the depth of chipping. A straight cut from shoulder to peak (not

wrapped " or " rainbowed ") was used. The variable under test, wa s
the height of the chip removed each week .

Except for the first two dippings the weight of the flip, that is,
the more liquid oleoresin which collects in the cups, was not recorded ,~ .

for the individual trees, nor were individual trees given identifying ry
numbers .

	

The oleoresin from each group of 20 trees was collected ., .,
at each dipping and weighed separately (p . 8) . The scrape, or

a en d gum e ng to e ace was l d hso c ect or ea grou p

DATA OBTAINED IN THE TEST

From 1923 to 1927inclusivethe test was conducted according to,

	

, the regular working schedule applied to the commercial operation

	

" •
surrounding it . The operating season extended from February or~i'
March to November or early I)eceniber . The number of streaks cu t
each year was 31 to 33 . No trees were killed by the turpentining.

	

All the trees were chipped to the safe depth of one-half inch . The

	

41t
Group 3 trees, all of which were high chipped, suffered slightly mor e
than the other groups from the tendency to become dry faced. Only
one tree, however, became entirely unproductive . Some tendency
to form resin blisters in the inner bark (phloem), a condition not
commonly observed up to that time was noted in the Group 3 tree s
during the later years of the test .

DIMENSIONS OF FACE S

Careful measurements of the faces were made each year. They
included the height, depth, and width of face obtained in the thre e
groups. The measurements obtained on the height of the faces ar e
Summarized in Table 1 and are strikingly apparent in Plate 1 . The
;depth of chipping was very uniform . There was a slight tendency
o,n the part of the chipper to cut a somewhat shallower streak in the
Group 1 trees with the low faces ; which probably reduced the yiel d
by a small amotThGo1 fhearaged aboutun .

	

e rup

	

aces, owevr, ve
one-half inch wider during parts of the test than the faces on th e
trees in Groups 2 and 3 . This may have given the Group 1 trees a

and weighed at the end of each season.
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small advantage, thus helping partially to offset the reduction Whic
may have resulted from slightly lessening the depth of chippi l:
The faces on the Group 3 trees were notably widened during

thelatter part of 1927, the last year of the work when the faces were over .
9 feet above the ground .

TABLE I.-Summary of measurements of height of faces, in the heigltt-of .chi
ping test, Choctaw/late/tee National Forest, 1923 to 192 '

Group 1, ;4-inch chip- 1 Group 2, %-inch chi p
ping

	

pin g

Tota l
)Luau)
let ly e)

Inches
9 . 01 1

17 .75
27 . 50
313. 2 5
44 . 75

40. 00

•
Numbe r

Nov. 24, 1923	 3 2
Nov . 17, 1924	 3 2
Nov . 11, 1925	 3 2
Dec . 28, 1926 _ _

	

_ -

	

3 1
Nov . 10, 1927	 3 1

Average height	 .__- -

Specified height	 i	

Rate Aver-
per age
year s p

e
e

a
r

Inches Inch Inches Inches Inch

	

9 .00

	

0. 28 14.50 14 . 50

	

0 .4 5

	

8 .75

	

. 27 29. 00 14 . 50

	

.45

	

9 . 75

	

. 30 43. 50 H . 50

	

.45

	

8 . 75

	

.28 51 i. 00 12 . 50

	

.40

	

8 . 50

	

.27 1 69.25 13 .25

	

.43

	

8. 95

	

. 28 I 	
I 	

13.85

	

.44

	

8 . 00

	

.25 80.00 16 .00

	

. 50

5t.re:Ik s
eac h
yea r

hate A ver-
ag e
pe r

streak

Bat e
per
Car

Total
(cum-
ula-
tive)

Group 3, %-inch chipPin g

Inches
23 . 00
47 . 00
70 . 00
9 .1 .50

114 .25

I20.00

Total I
Rat e(cum- .

ula-

	

Pe r
tive)

	

Year

Inche s
23.00
24 .00
23 . 00
21.50
22.7 5

22 . 8 5

	

24 . COI

	

.75

	

I

	

i?

Aver_
age
Pe r

S treak

Inch
0 .72
.7 5
.7 2
.B9
.73

.72

I The figures given represent the height of faces resulting from the weekly rate of chipping practiced in th e
test . They have been corrected for 1 slight error in chipping made during the first month of the test, whic h
made the low faces about 1 .5 inches too high and the high faces about 1 .5 inches too low . The height of th e
extra streaks cut to obtain specimens for microscopical study at the end of the season, after chipping ha d
stopped, has also been subtracted .

LOWEST CHIPPING OBTAINE D

As far as is known the chipping of the Group 1 trees is the lowest
recorded chipping thus far obtained with a hack . (Table 1.) The
chipping during the. first, or virgin, year was at the average rat e
of about 0.28 inch per streak . That is, faces about 9 inches hig h
with 32 streaks were obtained . Moreover the faces were begun
within 7 inches of the ground . The total height of the faces chipped
the second year was still less, the rate being about 0 .27 inch per
streak. The average rate was 0 .28 inch per streak and this was easily
maintained during the fourth and fifth years, when a puller wa s
used in place of the hack .

TOTAL PRODUCTIO N

The variations that were obtained when the yields from eac h
tree in the test were weighed separately at two different dippings
at. the beginning of the test indicated a fairly satisfactory matchin g
of the groups . The weights of oleoresin obtained from the thre e
groups of test trees are given in Table 2 . The number of streaks
cut varied a little from year to year . Also, in the weighing of the
gull), accidents happened twice, so that the weights were incomplete
in the case of the first dipping in 1923 and again in 1924. The
yields were therefore reduced to a basis of the yield from the las t
26 streaks cut each season in order to have comparable data fo r
each year. These data are presented in Table 3 and are also give n
for ready comparison in Figures 4 a n d 5 .



M 15754 F
EXTERNAL APPEARANCE OF TREES FROM THE THREE TEST GROUP S

A , -liter one Year B, I hree
year. ; and C', fire )•cars ~rf ltirlu tlt

	

The low faces iii (Intl* 1 ,
Ti Thigh are marked with one. spot of p aint,w ere chipped about pne-fourth inc•li high Ouch week .e total height of the face after five. cars work was 45 inches . The current I ore .tt tierrirr Lacesin G roup 2 which are marked with two spots of paint, were chipped Dlu■u1 tine-half inch hig hCae11 wreck The lut .al. itcight of face after liver, years' work was 70 inches . The on]in :iry conl-hrrelal 1 y ],e of fac e .,

	

Group 3, which are marked with three spots of ]iailil . . were ehilili+•il ahnn te fourths inch high Bich week . The total height of face tfter five years' %vuvk was l l i Italics .

Tech . Bul . 262, U . S. Dept . of Agriculture
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FIGLaE 4 . -Periodic yield, by years. of oleoresin in the form of dip . A si reak wa s
cut each week during the 26-streak season used but the number of streaks In -eluded in a given dipping varies from b to 9, consequently each point repre-sents the average of the yield of a varying number of streaks
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TABLE 2 .-Original yields of oleoresin- in the height-of-chipping test, Chocta•w-
hatchee National Forest, 1923 to 192 7

Group 1, %-inc h
chipping

Group 2, iz-inch
chipping

Group 3, %-inch
chippin g

Average Average Average
Yield of yield per Yield of yield per Yield of yield per
20 trees streak 20 trees streak 20 trees streak

per tree per tree per tree

Pounds Ounces Pounds Ounces Pounds Ounces
194.00 4. 70 172 . 50 4. 18 1 151 .00 1 4 .4 7

i

	

43.00 1 .04 42 . 00 1. 02 51 .00 1 . 24

237. 00 5 . 74 1

	

214 .50 5 . 20 202 .00 5 . 7 1

08 .89 3 .04 94 .00 2 .89 89 .00 2 . 7 4
68 . 00 1 . 70 63 .00 1 . .58 79 .00 1 .98

166 .89 4 .74 157 .00 4 .47 168 .00 4 .72

158 .95 3 .07 157 . 50 3 .94 134 .00 3 . 3 5
50 .00 1 .25 51 .00 1 . 28 56 . 00 1 .4 0

208. 95 .5 . 22 208. 50 5 . 22 190 .00 4 .75

121 .31 3 . 13 107 .00 2 . 76i 112.00 2 .89
58. 95 1 . 52 68 .00 1 . 75 75.00 1 .94

ISO. 26 4 . 65 175 .00 4 . 51 187 .00 4 .83

82.11 2 12 77 . 00 1 .99 69 . 00 1 .78
44 . 21 I . 14 50.00 1 .29 42. 00 1 .08

126. 32 3 . 26 127 .00 3 . '2A 111 .00 2 .86

1 The dip from the first 6 streaks on the Group 3 trees was not weighed .
2 The dip from the first 6 streaks on all trees-a small amount that year-was not weighed .

YIELDS FROM DIFFERENT HEIGHTS OF CHIPPIN G

Throughout the test the Group 1 trees gave good yields as is show n
in Tables 2 and 3 . When the annual yields from the five years ar e
combined on a percentage basis (Table , 3) , Group 1 is shown to hav e
given slightly more than either the Forest Service chipping of Group

thdi

	

hihif Gore. ornaryg clippng oroup 3 . In most cases a large
scrape yield (fig. 5) was obtained from the higher faces, but thi s
Was not sufficient in amount to make the total products over th e
5-year test period exceed those obtained from the low faces where
the total dip yield, rich in turpentine, usually exceeded that from th e
h igh clipping. The gum had to travel a decidedly greater distanc e
on the high faces than on the low faces before reaching the cup and
had a larger area on which to collect as scrape and lose value throug h
the evaporation of the volatile turpentine .

Collec-
tions Produc t

Dip .	
Serape . .

Total_ _ _ . .

Dip .
Scrape _ _

Total__ ____ _

Dip .	
S crape _ _ . .

Total_ _

Dip	 .__ .

Scrape _ . _

Total . _

Dip	

._ -

-

Scrape __ _

Total_ _

_- -

_ . _

Numbe r
8
1

6
1

G

5
1

4
I
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The yields of oleoresin from the Group 1 trees, all of which wer e
low chipped, were probably slightly reduced below normal by a
number of minor accidents, most of which were not due in anyway t o
the process of turpentining. For example, one of the original 2 0
trees in Group 1 was killed by lightning in August, 1924 . Another
tree, one of a few extra unmarked trees that had been chipped wit h
low faces like the Group 1 trees, was substituted for it . Also in the
same storm a second tree was struck by lightning. It was expected
that this tree too would die, but it recovered later in the season.
Normal yields, however, were not obtained from it during this period .
In 1925 another tree of Group 1 was struck by lightning . It also
recovered, but two clippings were entirely lost, for there was no cup
on the tree during this period (about 10 weeks) . The yields in
Tables 2 and 3 are computed for these trees from the average ob-
tained from the other trees . The 1925 lightning injury came at a
very dry period during which all trees suffered in vigor and the
death of much round timber occurred in the stand . Undoubtedly
hese dry conditions tended further to reduce the yields of enfeeble d
trees such as this one . In 1926 still another Group 1 tree, an excel-
ent one, was eliminated from the. test. because it had to be cut in
order to clear a right of way. From that date, calculated yields ,
based on the average production of the other trees, were regularly
used in the place of those from the missing tree and appear in Table
2. In view of the accidents mentioned, therefore, it does not see n
that any natural advantages were responsible for the excellent pro-
duction of the low-chipped trees (Group 1) . No accidents befell
the trees in Groups 2 and 3.

HIGHER YIELDS SECURED THROUGH RAISING CUP S

In Figures 4 and 5 and Table 3 the higher yields of dip shown for
the years 1923 and 1925 are largely due to the fact that the cups were
losest to the current chipping during those years . In 1923, the first
ear of the test, all faces were relatively low, so that the gum easily

reached the cups. In 1925 the cups were raised so that the gu m
again had a comparatively short distance to travel to reach the cups ,
and consequently there was less waste of turpentine during bot h
these years . A relative increase in the amount of scrape, which i s
the less desirable product, because it usually gives a lower grade o f
ro sin, is apparent especially in 1924 and 1926 when the cups were
of raised. The high chipping fosters scrape production . With low
hipping the cups do not need to be raised so often to secure result s
niparable with those obtained at present with high chipping.
It the other hand, raising cups each year will give still highe r
gilds (2) .

VALUE OF PRODUCT S

The returns that might have been obtained at the 1923 to 1927
arket prices from the turpentine and rosin yields obtained wit h

three heights of chipping have been calculated in Table 4, afte r
venting the actual yields obtained to a crop basis of 10,000 cups.

he values for comparative purposes are conservatively estimate d
It the basis of a 26-streak season instead of the usual 32 or mor e
teaks (p. 8), which constitute a full season's work . The addition
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of about one-fourth-that is, the yield of six streaks to the repor t
yield-would show a very fair return considering the class of timbt
worked and the weather conditions existing during the test years .

TABLE 4 .Summary of yields and value of products based on 26-streak sea s
for 3 groups of 20 trees each in the height-of-chipping test, Choctawhatch._
National Forest, 1923 to 192 7

LOW CHIPPING, GROUP 1 (1/4 INCH)

Estimate d
Year

	

turpentine
per crop 1

1923	
1924 3	

1925	
1926 3	 ------------------------------------- -
1927 3	 -------------------------------------------------------- -

Total	

	

198 .9

Estimate d
rosin per

crop 1

Calculated
value 1 of

tu rpentin e
«nd rosi n
per crop

Dollars
4,561 .5$
3, 509.37
3, 977.51 ;
3, 399.73
2,422. 62

1 7.870.81

Barrels
53. 0
37. 7
45. 0
37 . 0
26 . 2

Barrels
168. 2
137 . 2
149. 6
131. 8

94. 4

681. 2

MEDIUM CHIPPING, GROUP 2 (1/2 INCH)

49. 0
35. 7
45. 4
34. 9
25. 6

1923	
1924 3	
i925	 •	
1926 3	 -------------------------------------------- -
]927	 ----------------------------------------------- -

156 . 8
129.0
151 .4
130.0

95 . 5

4,240.50
3, 306 .68
4,022.13
3,291 .42
2,417.56

Total	

	

190. 6

	

662. 7

HIGH CHIPPING, GROUP 3 ( 3/4 INCH)

1923	 48 . 6 159. 6
1924 3	 36 . 2 137. 8
1925	 41 . 7 143. 0
1926 3	 •	 37 . 2 140. 1
1927 3	 22 . 4 82 . 7

Total	 156 . 1 663. 2

1 A crop is made up of 10 .000 cups. Yields of dip computed as composed of 21 .2 per
cent turpentine, 9 .1 per cent waste, and 69 .7 per cent of rosin . Yields for scrape com-
puted as composed of 11 .2 per cent turpentine, 5 .1 per cent waste, and 83 .7 per cen t
rosin. The weight of turpentine is taken as 7.2027 pounds for a gallon . A barrel o f
turpentine contains 50 gallons . In the computations a round barrel of rosin was considere d
to weigh 420 pounds, net.

2 The average prices, during 1923 to 1927, the years of the test, are taken as 77 cent s
a gallon for turpentine and $15 a round barrel for rosin. Considerably lower prices no w
prevail .

3 The lower yields in 1924, 1926, and 1927 are partly because the cups were not raised .

The advantage of obtaining the major part of the yields in th e
form of dip instead of scrape is shown when the yields in barrels o f
turpentine from the three groups are compared in Table 4 . Finally,
even when figured on the 'conservative 26-streak season, it appears
from the calculations presented in Table 4 that, the value of the prod -
ucts from the low chipping (Group 1) under the conditions existin g
at the time was about $17,900 compared with $17,300 from the cur -
rent Forest Service work (Group 2) and $17,100 from the highes t
faces (Group 3) . This presents a margin worthy of consideration ,
but of far greater importance is the fact that the work on the Grou p
1 faces could be continued for another 5-year period, whereas the
Group 3 faces were exhausted because they were out of reach .

4,268.26
3,459.86
3,751 . 30
3, 534.70
2,101 .05
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MICROSCOPIC STRUCTURE AND PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE S
AFFECTED BY HEIGHT OF CHIPPIN G

SELECTION OF THE TREES

The trees that were used in the study of the effect of differen t
heights of chipping were matched tree by tree in pairs not only b y
external appearance but also on the basis of the character of the an-
nual rings in the outer sapwood as observed under a lens on incre-
ment borings made at the time of the selection .

SPECIMENS USED FOR STUDY

At. the beginning of the test (November, 1922) increment boring s
and small chips were used to determine the condition of the trees be -
fore chipping began . Later hack and puller chips, which were . col-
lected as a rule immediately after they had been cut, although some -
what, shattered and split, were used . The chips were always take n
from a point midway between the peak and the shoulder of th e
streak, for this had been found in previous investigations (4) to
serve well as an indicator of the tree's response to wounding. Con-
clusions based on the structures observed in this area are conservative ,
for the area represents a mean between the more vigorous growth a t
the shoulder (at the side of the face) and the less vigorous growt h
characteristic of the peak region (over the middle of the face) . The
newly formed annual rings above the streak tend to be somewha t
narrower and have less summer wood than elsewhere on the circum-
ference of the tree .

The specimens were sectioned without treatment except for soak-
ing in water. Cross sections 10 to 30 micromillimeters in thicknes s
were most frequently the material studied . The sections were pre-
pared with the aid of a Jung-Thomson wood-cutting microtome .
At the end of the test some blocks were cut from the trees with ham-
mer and chisel . These blocks offered the best material for study since
they had the proper dimensions and were in unshattered condition .

STANDARDS FOR ESTIMATING TREE RESPONSES AND VITALITY

Structural and physiological features, particularly the width o f
annual rings, amount of summer wood, amount and character o f
resi.t11ferous tissue and its location were the chief characteristics use d
for comparing the results obtained from the different heights o fehipping. Additional observations were made at the beginning o f
the test of the spring-wood and summer-wood formation, the thick-
ness of the walls of the summer wood (5), and the activities of th e
phloem, or inner bark. It is believed that the activities of th ep
!Tom

hloem have an important relation to the wound responses resulting

have b
tu r
ee
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n
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abnor
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RESULTS OF MICROSCOPICAL STUD Y

By midseason (July 26, 1923) the trees with the low faces (Grou p
1 ) had the largest number umber of cells for that year, the Group 3 tree s
having the smallest . (Table 5.) The specific observations were
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made for the 1923 growth ring midway along the streak in the rem '
above the face . In more, than half of the Group 1 trees, a

s wood cells were present on July 26, 1923, as existed in the enti L
ring of the preceding year, when the trees were unturpentined
whereas this was true of only about one-third of the Group 3 tre
In the Group 1 trees there were also nearly three times as ma n
summer-wood cells, on the average, and about twice as many re s
passages as in the Group 3 trees . Beginning about July 26 . the N ie lof oleoresin from the Group 1 trees also showed a notable rise
compared with the high chipping . (Fig. 4.) The difference in th
amount of summer wood and the time at which it began to fo r
(Table 5) appeared to be closely correlated with the different type
of chipping (5) .

TABLE. 5 .--Measur emen.t.s on the structure of the wood formed in, longleaf p .

[Specimens i from the test of the effect of the height of chipping, Choctawhatchee National Forest, 1

Cells in the 192 3
growth ring

Resin passages
in unit area M

Observations in whi

,
width of 1923 ring w
found equal

tow, l

than, or greater t h
width of 1922 rin g

Height of chip, group, and date
of removal

Spring-
wood
cells

Sum -
mer -
wood
Dells

Total
cells 1323

A verag e
for a
year s
before
turpen -
tinin g

Chips taken July 26, 1923 ; Number Number Number Number Numbe r
Group 1 (%-inch chipping) 	 7 .8 18 .3 26. 1 12 .0 1 . 1
Group 2 ('4-inc h chipping)	 11 .0 12 .9 23 .9 9 .0 1 .

	

1
Group 3 (V4-inch chipping) . .	 7 .8 6 .4 14 .2 6 .5 1 . 1

Chips taken Nov . 24, 1523 :
Group 1 ('4-inch chipping)__ .____ 3 12 .6 19 . 2 31 . S 11 .4 1 .

	

1
Group 3 ( 334-inch clipping)	 8 .3 14 .0 22.3 7 .3 1 .2

Equal Less

Per cent
31 . 8

5 . 0
25 .0

Per cen t
31 . 8
40. 0
62 . 5

2. 7
11 .6

32. 4
46 . 5

1 Specimens taken from midway of the current streak at the top of the face .
2 The "unit area" in this case was the full length of a microscopic field, about 4 millimeters (0 .16 inch)

in diameter measured along the middle of the annual ring, and the full width of the given annual ring .
3 The greater number of spring-wood cells in November as compared with July is partly due to the fac t

that the November chips were cut higher up in the tree where the wound effect is relatively reduced .

CONDITIONS AT THE END OF THE FIRST YEA R

13v November 24, 1923, the differences in the amount of wood tis-
sue were not so marked between the Group 1 and Group 3 trees a s
they had been at rnidseasoli . However, in the completed 1923 ring o f
wood, the average width of the ring, the amount of smnmer wood ,
and the number of resin passages were still distinctly greatest i n
the Group 1 trees. Group 2 came next in order, and Group 3 showed
the poorest development during this first year of turpentining (5) .
The development of the 1923 annual ring in Groups 1 and 3, as wel l
as the approximately 50 per cent more resin passages in the lo w
faced tree specimens constituting Group 1, are shown in Plate 2 . By
the end of the first year there was also a marked tendency in the
high-chipped trees for many of the resin passages to be lacking in
the early spring wood of the 1923 annual ring. Apparently some o f
the resin passages that formed in the early spring wood as a resul t
of wounding were comparatively short . Iii high chipping the short
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IS A DECREASE IN THE NUMBER OF RESIN PASSAGES WITHINC REASE IN DISTANCE ABOVE THE FACE . (YOUNG LONGLEAF PIN EPROM G EORGIA )

A, Disk rail

	

Ihr• toll of 111r face, ronsiderahd .y' rodurccl in si/(' ; B, block roll 1 inc•hr, ;Ihort it : Ito rho Irft. of the Ito• :Ik and rxl .o .+.nt.iiug toward 1131 hrouidE'r or side of 1he fare . '.I'hr rosin pas -` `i f '` 1 1 rr 5 nl a l FP, . : Ir ati rnnxllic•ttnllti black dots and arr. very nttnnnrnltti in u•nnci fnririrrl aflo rt rit+ ' nt initlg began, rt ; I' hlnt•k Nit 1 foot. ,tl ovt B . Only a}mu1 ono-half as many rosin ]ross,Ihr ,th ere. ltn=tir,n l. al lids height . in a given purl ion of the rings of Ihr moon rr as won , futinii in th{i ] i
hlnrk l 1) , Mork on1 I o .: fret above I3, Only about oro -1 hinl as IIIany rosin passages wore ]irrsels las in 1 in I}u' rings in ,i similar i ortion of r+ . About ono-fourth as man v' resin Lasso es W'rr r
f0url `1 in :5 similar porlion of Ilit normal wood as in [hi., ring's of lie arrlt srlrrlrcl in hlot•k lt ,
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A, B, and C, Longitudinal sections removed from a longleaf pine ; a shows the large vertical, and
b the small horizontal resin passages at and above the streak . The curved surface at the bottom
of the radial sections ti and C is the actual streak surface (in profile) as cut by the puller . The
phloem, or inner bark, with its darkly stained stored reserves is shown at c . B is a tangential
section cut just under the bark and approximately parallel with the outer surface of the tre e

PLATE 4
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resin passages were entirely chipped away, whereas in low chipping
many remained to function for more than one year .

DISTRIBUTION OF RESIN PASSAGES IN RELATION TO HEIGHT ABOVE THE FAC E

A further illustration of the distribution of resin passages in a
young longleaf pine is presented in Plate 3 . The decrease in the
number of resin passages in relation to the increase in distance abov e
the face is apparent from the three blocks cut at varying distances
above the face . Many of the resin passages in the spring wood an d
in the summer wood near the butt of the tree are formed at the sam e
time as those in the corresponding positions higher up ; but more
and shorter ones are also formed in the immediate vicinity of th e
face. Some of the resin passages formed, say in midseason, together
with those intimately connected with them, may extend for a dis-
tance of more than 20 or 30 feet, but others are short . The short
resin passages may be entirely cut away and wasted by one season' s
heavy chipping. Plate 3 illustrates in block B the general increase

number of resin passages formed after turpentining has begun .
The resin passages appear as black dots . They are particularl y
abundant in the three annual growth rings next the bark, a condi-
on which is very apparent if these rings are compared with th e

er rings which were formed before the tree was t.urpentined .
'l. 3, B, a, compared with the other rings in B . )
When block B, cast 3 inches above and to the left of the peak, i s
mpared with block C, cut 12 inches above it, and with block D ,
t 18 inches above B, the decrease in the number of these resin

'sssages corresponding to the increase in height above the chippin g
is also apparent . In definite numbers counted on the surface of 1
inch of wood measured along the circumference of the tree abou t
riidstreak, 108 vertical resin passages were counted in the growt h

=Ting just completed next the bark in block B . (Pl. 3, B, a.) In
block C, which was taken 1 foot higher in this same tree, only 5 4
resin passages were present in a similar area . of the same annua l
ring directly above that measured in the B block. One and one-
half feet above the B block and on a similar area only about 33
resin passages were present in the ring . The average number of
resin passages per ring in similar areas from five rings formed
before turpentining began was about 25 . The number of resin

rages prior to turpentining was practically the same at all thre e
eights. Both the resin passages present in the outer rings o f

the round timber and those produced in the rings formed durin gturpentining contribute to the yield of oleoresin . The location an dnumber of resin passages as related to height of chipping is shown
for the test trees in Plates 2, 5, and 6 . The greater number presen t

the trees with low faces is obvious .TIle appearance of the resin passages as seen along the grai n
e ndnlg vertically in the tree is shown in Plate 4, A, B, and t'at a A is a view of a split or radial surface extending from th ebard

Inward across the streak . The curved surface of the streaksin
by the puller, which evidently was sharp and made a, clean,

tooth cut, is seen in profile at the bottom of the picture . Thedines of

	

'resin-yielding tissue, or resin passages, are also shown cut
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across at a, as they are at each chipping. It is apparent that, th
are not perfectly straight vertically, since. they do not appear
be entirely continuous but bend slightly and sometimes fuse to
gether. (Pl. 4, B, a.) That the resin passages are in contact wi
the horizontal lines of cells, the rays, is apparent in Plate 4 ,
following from b to the bark at. the left and in C at b . Many o
these rays contain small resin passages, as is shown in Plate 4 .
B, b, and in C, b . Plate 4, B, represents a slice of wood cut j u
under the bark and approximately parallel with the outer s urface o
the tree-that is, at right angles to the sections shown in A an d
in Plate 4. The large vertical resin passages are shown at ay a n
may be contrasted with the small horizontal resin passages in t h
rays shown at b .

COMPARISON OF THE RESULTS OBTAINED IN THE LATER YEARS OF THE TE S
WITH THOSE OBTAINED THE FIRST YEA R

Specimens were collected and studied microscopically each year ;
Typical groups of sections are presented for comparison in Plates 2
5, and 6. Plate 5 shows the condition existing in the Group 1, th e
low, 14-inch chipping, and in the. Group 3, the high, % -inch chip .,
lying, after three years of turpentning. The superior development
of wood, wider ringed with denser summer wood, as well as th e
more abundant resiniferous tissue in the Group 1 specimens is ap-
parent in the respective bracketed areas. In Plates 2, 5, and 6 th e
sections are arranged with the widest ringed specimens at the lef t
and the narrowest at the right to show the range of variation amon g
the trees in the contrasted groups . The beginning of the 1923 rin g
in each specimen is used as the horizontal base line, that years
growth during turpentining being shown in varying widths above it .
The external appearance of the trees is shown in Plate 1 .

Again at the end of the 1927 season comprehensive comparison s
were made of the specimens from the three groups . Illustrations
of the microscopic structure of typical specimens from Group 1, the
low chipping, and Group 3, the high faces, have been assembled i n
Plate 6 and give cumulative evidence as found at midstreak at the
top of the face on the relative effects of low and high chipping fo r
the entire 5-year period . The Group 2 material, the 1/2-inch chip -
ping, was, in general characteristics, intermediate between the
Groups 1. and 3 .

After five years of turpentining the trees making up Group 1 o n
which low chipping was used appeared to be in excellent condition .
They had healthy appearing tops and showed notably good woo d
formation. (Pl. 6.) Repeatedly it has been found that in the new
growth directly above the face (riot markedly in the other parts o f
the tree's circumference) resiniferous -tissue is produced at the ex-
pense of summer wood . This is especially true in less conservative
commercial work and particularly in young, fast-growing trees .
Therefore, the fact that the low-faced trees, all things considered ,
produced not only at the beginning of the test but also in later years ,
the best summer wood, appears to be highly significant . Indeed irr
some of the Group 1 trees there was by the fifth year practically n o
reduction below normal apparent in the amount of wood formed,
even in the area directly above the face . The trees had apparentl y
successfully adjusted themselves to the exploitation for oleoresin .
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SIGNIFICANCE OF RESULT S

LOW CHIPPING GENERALLY PRACTICABLE AND ADVANTAGEOU S

The conclusions to be drawn on the basis of the results secured in .
e 5-year height-of-chipping test here described are definitely i n
vor of the practice of lower chipping than is now commonly used:
the exploitation of southern pines for their oleoresin .
The results of this test have also been sufficiently confirmed by '
et`Government tests 4 (1, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17) and in several in -

in commercial practice, so that the method of reducing th e
ght of the chip, periodically cut, below one-half inch should no w
considered in the plans of every operator as a means of eliminat-
waste and conserving tree energy and producing power .
ndeed this improvement has been deemed so significant that th e
inistrators of the national forest-s in Florida are making plans

incorporate the requirement for low chipping (less than one-hal f
h high) in leases for commercial turpentining where Government-
ed timber is worked. Several .private operators with large hold -

are also modifying their practice with this objective . The
uction in scar thus made possible, or, if preferred, the increase d
th of operation combined with sustained tree health and growth ,
factors of basic importance where carefully thought out forest-

nagement plans are in operation .
t seems obvious, therefore, that faces about 10 inches in height pe r

ar could undoubtedly be obtained under ordinary conditions, an d
t 12 inches should be a maximum height during hack chipping i n
rations where conservation of the timber is a consideration . The
y, additional effort in obtaining a nearly double operating period
else half as much scar for each face is a little more rigid super -
on conscientiously practiced until the chippers thoroughly under-
nd the type of work that is expected of them . It has been dem-
rated that they can and will do this work when it is definitely

ailed .
nder the present system of facing, low chipping will permit th e
imum width of face to be maintained longer than is possibl e
the other methods . The face frequently must be narrowed a s

creases in height because of the taper of the tree trunk abov e
butt. region. The period of hack chipping with the face at a
e cent height is also prolonged by using a IA-inch high streak.
is way the time when the puller must be used is consequentl y

yed .
e long exposed surface of the high-chipped, Group 3, tree s
d them to suffer somewhat more than the other groups fro m

ming dry faced, and possibly from insect infestation . One
in Group 3 became entirely unproductive, and over one-third o f

streak surface of another ceased to exude . A tendency of some o f

trees to form resin blisters in the phloem was also noted exclu -
Y In Group 3, apparently indicating very abnormal and not
Fable conditions in the trees . The undue exposure to drying ,eh reduces the vitality of the living wood in the vicinity of th e

Is undoubtedly one of the . chief reasons why wood formation

IabS ' L. RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTAL TURPENTINING SLASH AND LONGLEAF PINES .ed m anuscript .)
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was so noticeably reduced above the faces in these trees . (Pls. 2 .
5, and 6.) The length of the face is a great mechanical hindrance
to oleoresin collection in the cups . This area of exposed wood als
tends to crack and check . The fissures thus formed invite the tur
pentine borer, Buprestis apricain .5 Herbst, which lays its eggs in th
cracks. The larvae of these beetles may then tunnel out the interi o
of the butts of the turpentined trees . The partial destruction o
the wood which results also degrades the butt lumber from the tre e
The holes from which the beetles emerge after several years' sojou r
inside the butts of the trees and their tunnels within the bole fau n
the growth of fungi, which may bring about further deterioratio n
through decay. Even without decay the tunneling brings abou t
weakening of the tree so that it may be more easily blown over
Low chipping, which keeps the wood near the face healthy a n
vigorous, also keeps a good coating of gum on the face and tend -
provided the face' is not burned, to minimize the danger of darna g
from attack of this borer .

LOW CHIPPING IMPORTANT IN YOUNG TIMBER

In a. forest-management plan (9), which involves several work-
ings of a stand of timber, it is especially important that conservativ e
chipping be practiced, particularly during the first working. Tu t- ,
pentining trees 10 inches in diameter at breast height with ari a
American face considerably weakens the tree mechanically so tha t
it is less able to withstand strong winds . This is especially true
where deep ax cuts are used for inserting aprons when the cups ar e
raised. Therefore, the low-faced trees are less subject to windfall
damage than the high-faced trees since in the latter the stems may
be very slender 6 or 8 feet above the ground due to natural taper .

Furthermore, the healthier the tree is the more rapidly the ex -
posed area will be healed over by new wood formed at the sides o f
the face, and the sooner it will be ready for a second careful working .

Severe chipping has been found often to reduce growth in heigh t
and diameter as much as one-third or one-half in young stands (2) .
The fact that in the low-chipped trees only a relatively small reduc-
tion in width of growth rings, even above the face where growth is
most affected, was found (pl . 6) shows how this type of exploita-
tion tends to conserve tree vigor and insure better healing over of ,
the scar .

Low chipping as applied by the use of the so-called split face s
offers still greater promise of good yields, conservation of tree
energy, and rapid healing. The principal characteristic of the spli t
face is that it has a 4 to 6 inch bar of hark between the two halve s
of the face, that is, it has four shoulders and no peak . The half
faces may be clipped either American style ' (4, p. 3$) or French
style with the gutters so arranged that the gum exuded flows Into
one cup. (Fig. 6.) The results from low chipping with the Frenc h
faces, as cut with the new tool developed by the Southern Fores t
Experiment Station, offer exceedingly good promise (G, 15) . More-
over, these faces are smoother than the American faces and hence do

The American style split face was demonstrated in 1927 by w. K. and H. D. Cook of
Spring Hill, 1+9a .
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IG uRE G.-The results from low chipping with a split face of the French type ,
as cut with the new tool developed by the Southern Forest Experiment Station ,
offe r exceedingly good yields combined with a minimum depletion of tree vigor
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not encourage scrape formation while at the same time they fav
good circulation of sap and the best opportunity known for rap t
healing.

PROFITABLE YIELDS OF OLEORESIN FROM LOW CHIPPIN G

The Group 1 trees chipped slightly more than one-fourth inch hieach week (average 0 .28 inch) produced in this test at least as muoleoresin as the trees chipped more than twice as high . Excell e
yields from low chipping have also been obtained in other larg
Government tests and in commercial chipping . Neverthele
there are some records where especially during the early years ooperation higher yields were obtained from moderately high chi
ping as compared with low chipping . Whether this may be cha,
acteristic of certain classes of timber or of environments, or whet',
it is due to faulty matching of the groups for comparison or to so
other unknown factor, remains to be determined . There is, howeve
no exception whatever to the fact that, inch for inch of height, t
low faces have always produced the largest amount of oleoresin .

An operator, therefore, in deciding whether to practice low ch i
ping, must weigh future considerations in the balance with im m
diate gains. When he is to work his own timber and intends
make the most profit through several rotations of working, his de c
sion for low chipping may be considered almost a foregone concl
sion . If, on the other hand, he is leasing timber that is to be t o
pentined for only a brief period before it goes to the sawmill ,
may choose high chipping, which may be carried out faster and wi t
less care, since in this case the potential value of the trees for furth e
working is not involved .

MICROSCOPE REVEALS ADVANTAGES OF LOW CHIPPIN G

General confirmation of the earlier observations on the main t
nance of better vigor in the low-chipped trees was obtained from t h
comparison of the wood formed during turpentining by the trees i
the present test . The very thorough study of the test trees durin
the first year of turpentining (5) brought out the facts that earl i
and more abundant summer-wood formation and wider annu
rings, as well as greater development of resiniferous tissues, occurr e
in the low-chipped group . These responses were even more mark e
in the later years of the test, as is shown in Plates 5 and 6. Yn som
of the low-chipped trees, wood formation, even above the face, d o
not appear to be materially reduced as a result of turpentini n
(Pl. 6.) This is of particular interest since such apparent adju s
went to wounding has never before been observed even in you n
trees growing on far better sites than that where this test was locat e
The power to build abundant wood cells and also more resinifer o
tissue than normal, together with the tendency to store reserve fo o
materials in both the wood and the phloem, appeared highly signi f
icant in the case of the Group 1 trees .

The needless waste of otherwise productive resiniferous tis s
through high chipping, which removes the shorter resin passa g

6 See footnote 4 .
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before they can fully function, is a matter that appears to be of
fundamental importance in conserving the energy of the tree's livin g
cells . In this connection, however, it should not be disregarded that ,
although resin passages are decidedly more abundant in the Group 1
trees, nevertheless, number alone is not an invariable indicator o f
productive power. Indeed, exceptional cases have been found in a
recent study of high and low yielding trees in which a large number
of resin passages did not always accompany high exudation of oleo -
resin. The machinery was there but it was not functioning, excep t
as manifested in the formation of the various cells .

The characteristics of the phloem, or inner bark, its storage capac-
ity, and its bearing on productive power are being studied in connec-
tion with this test and also in a study directed toward determinin g
he characteristics of high and low yielding trees .

SUMMARY

Low chipping of approximately one-fourth inch showed distinc t
iprovements upon the higher chipping of approximately one-hal f
three-fourths inch now generally used in turpentining . Low chip -

mg, using the, smaller-sized hacks (Nos. 00, 0, 1), can be practiced
tiout appreciable increase in operating costs and is capable of keep-
g ahead of the lightwood under ordinary conditions . During the
year test (1923-1927) on the Choctawhatchee National Forest in
lorida as high a yield of oleoresin was obtained from the low faces

from faces more than twice as high, thus almost doubling th e
otential yields per face as well as the leasing value of the timber ,
r, if preferred, reducing the butt scar by half . Moreover, the low
aces gave yields of higher quality because they contained a greate r
roportion of dip, as compared with the relatively large yield o f
rape collected from the high faces . Possible degrade of butt lumber
cause of excessive pitch soaking or because of drying of the exposed
rface accompanied by attacks of insects and fungi was also reduce d
a minimum by the use of low faces .
A microscopical study of the wood and bark from the test tree s

obt.ained at different heights showed that the low-chipped trees whe n
;compared with the high-chipped trees had wider rings of annua l
growth, better-developed summer wood (strength giving) and mark -
(1 13, more abundant oleoresin-giving tissues immediately above th e

faces. In short, the low chipping reduced the waste of productiv e
'Wood and in addition maintained the potential oleoresin and woo d
Producing powers of the tree, matters of great significance in th e

rPentining of second-growth timber, where rapid healing followin g
chipping, especially of the French split-face type, will haste n

the next working of the frees for oleoresin .

(I) ANONYMOUS .
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